Cootie Catcher
1. With artwork face down fold each corner to the opposite corner. Open paper up. You should have creases in you paper that look like this.
2. Fold all corners to the center of the paper and leave folded.
3. Now your paper should like like this.
4. Turn your paper over so the folds you just made are face down.
5. Like in step 2 fold all corners to the center of the paper and leave folded.
6. Your paper should now look like this.
7. Fold your paper in half vertically and horizontally.
8. Insert your fingers underneath the flaps.
9. Finished product

Love you more than tacos. World’s okayest Valentine

No thanks cupid. You’re crushing, I’m not crushing.

Dream Date

100% Awesome Sauce!

How do you spell love?
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